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PRODUCT NAME:  Scotch® Transparent Duct Tape 
 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A transparent duct tape that is excellent for a variety of general household applications. Cannot 
be seen when applied, making your repair less obvious.    
 
PRODUCT CONSTRUCTION:
Backing:  Water resistant, transparent polyethylene coated, multi filament scrim 
Adhesive:  Acrylic resin 
 
AVERAGE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
         ASTM TEST METHOD 
Adhesion to Steel:  34 oz./in. width      D-3330 
Tensile Strength  24 lbs./in. width      D-3759 
Elongation at Break  25 %       D-3759 
Total Thickness  9 mils        D-3652 
Maximum Temperature 173  deg. F     
 
AVAILABLE SIZES: 
Catalog #  2120-A                   1.88”x 20 yd.           48mmx  14.8 m 
 
COLORS:
Transparent   
 
 
APPLICATIONS:
* Securing lightweight loads          * Bundling               * Temporary / general repair  
* Sealing                                  * Reinforcing           * Splicing           



* Indoor/ Outdoor repairs               * Patching               * Packaging/box sealing 
  
PRODUCT BENEFITS: 
* Transparent     * Very Conformable  * Tears easily 
* Water resistant              * Excellent tack  * Easy unwind 
* Durable    * Easy open packaging * Excellent adhesion 
* UV resistant *                              * Wraps   * Strong 

    
• The tape lasts six times longer than other all-purpose duct tapes based on 

accelerated weathering.             
 
  
“ Warning : Do not use on flues, chimneys, mufflers or tailpipes” 
Page 2, Scotch® Transparent Duct Tape 
 
STORAGE AND USE CONDITIONS: 
To obtain best performance, use this product within one year from date of purchase and store 
under normal conditions of 70° F (21° C) and 50% relative humidity in the original carton. 
 
FEATURES    ADVANTAGES  BENEFITS 
 
Transparent polyethylene  * Resists moisture  * Prolongs tape bond 
coated scrim backing   
     * Conformable  * Easy application 
        
     * Hand tears easily  * Excellent reinforcement  
 
     * Good tensile strength  
 
Acrylic resin adhesive  * High tack   * Provides good seal 
                                                      * Good Holding Power        * UV Resistant 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: All statements, technical information and recommendations herein are based on tests 3M believes to be 
reliable.  3M does not warrant or guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this information. User is responsible for determining 
whether this 3M product is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of application.  Because there are many 
factors that can affect the use and performance of this product, some of which are uniquely within the user’s knowledge and 
control, it is essential that the user evaluate this product to determine whether it is fit for a particular purpose, is suitable for the 
user’s method of application, and meets the user’s performance specifications and expectations. 
 
WARRANTY AND LIMITED REMEDY: This 3M product will be free from defects in material and manufacture for a period of one 
(1) year from the date of purchase. If this 3M product is defective within the warranty period stated above, your exclusive remedy 
and 3M’s sole obligation shall be, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price of the 3M product. 
 
Limitation of Liability: 3M SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGES, WHETHER DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOST PROFITS, BUSINESS,  
 
ORREVENUES) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS 3M PRODUCT.  No statement or 
recommendation not contained herein shall have any force or effect unless contained in an agreement signed by a 3M officer. 
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